iPad mini

First Look

iPad mini is loved for its small size and capability. It features an enhanced 7.9-inch Retina display with True Tone and the powerful and intelligent A12 Bionic chip with Neural Engine. It has advanced cameras, ultrafast wireless, Gigabit-class LTE, all-day battery life, Touch ID, and Apple Pay. And Apple Pencil (1st generation) delivers precision whether you’re writing, drawing, or designing. At under a pound and 6.1 mm thin, iPad mini is easy to carry in one hand or fit in a pocket or bag. And with iPadOS and more than a million apps on the App Store, iPad mini is the perfect take-anywhere notepad for sketching and jotting down thoughts on the go.

Key messages

Works with Apple Pencil (1st generation)
- Apple Pencil expands the power of iPad with greater precision for note taking, drawing, or adding markups
- Designed along with iPad and iPadOS, Apple Pencil is as responsive and natural as a classic writing tool

Stunning 7.9-inch Retina display
- Retina display with 2048-by-1536 resolution, 3.1 million pixels, and 326 pixels per inch
- Features full lamination, high brightness, a wide color gamut (P3), and the least reflective display—so everything looks amazing
- True Tone adjusts color temperature to ambient lighting for a more comfortable viewing experience indoors and out

Powerful A12 Bionic chip with Neural Engine
- Designed for a fast and responsive experience, A12 Bionic delivers three times the performance and nine times faster graphics than the A8 chip in iPad mini 4
- Neural Engine with advanced machine learning transforms how you experience photos, games, and augmented reality
- Power-efficient design delivers up to 10 hours of battery life

Advanced cameras
- 8MP camera captures beautiful photos and 1080p video
- 7MP FaceTime HD camera with Retina Flash captures gorgeous selfies and clear video calls

Wi-Fi and LTE
- Fast 802.11ac Wi-Fi with MIMO delivers up to 866 Mbps throughput
- Gigabit-class LTE cellular connectivity
- With eSIM (Wi-Fi + Cellular models), you can purchase data plans right on your iPad

iPadOS 14
- Redesigned widgets, streamlined app designs, and compact UI for Siri, Search, and calls
- Scribble allows you to handwrite in any text field with Apple Pencil, whether it’s in Notes, Safari, or even third-party apps
- Trackpad and mouse support with a redesigned cursor experience, use system gestures to scroll, navigate and switch between apps

Touch ID and Apple Pay
- A fast, easy, and secure way to unlock your iPad, log in to apps, and use Apple Pay within apps or on the web

Apps for iPad
- More than a million apps are designed specifically for iPad—for productivity, gaming, travel, photos, and more

Essential additions
- Apple Pencil (1st generation), Smart Cover, Lightning accessories, AppleCare+

---

1 Apple Pencil sold separately. 2 Battery life varies by use and settings. See www.apple.com/batteries for more information. 3 Data plan required. LTE is available in select markets and through select carriers. For details on LTE support, contact your carrier and see www.apple.com/ipad/LTE. 4 Participating carriers and regions are subject to change. Refer to www.apple.com/ipad/cellular for details on carriers and countries that support this feature. 5 Some features not available in all regions. Refer to www.apple.com/os/feature-availability for details. 6 Works on devices with a software keyboard added in the following languages: English, Chinese (Simplified), or Chinese (Traditional).
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